2013-14 Senior Paper Award in Economics:

“Destined or Doomed: The Effect of Gentrification on Public Schools in Washington DC” by Daniel Naughton, BBA Economics, Spring 2014

Nominees for 2013-14 Senior Paper Award in Economics:

- “Can the Privatization of State Child Welfare Systems Reduce Costs While Maintaining or Increasing Levels of Efficiency?” by Grace Brown, BBA Economics, Spring 2014
- “Quantifying Ecological Amenities: An Examination of Methodology” by Zoe Catron, BBA Economics, Spring 2014
- “Public Transportation and Urban Income Inequality” by Nicholas Eberhart, AB Economics, Spring 2014
- “Hosting the Olympics: An Examination of Possible Long Term Benefits” by Andrew Gemmell, AB Economics, Spring 2014
- “Closing the Income Gap – Education and Technology in the United States” by Paul Kirschenbauer, BBA Economics, Spring 2014
- “Would the NBA Benefit by Raising the Age Limit?” by Patrick McBride, AB Economics, Spring 2014
- “The Impact of Fracking on Natural Gas Prices and Renewable Energy Development” by Rebecca Patton, BBA Economics, Spring 2014
- “Risk Aversion and Its Factor in the Undergraduate’s Future” by Julian Stuebler, BBA Economics, Spring 2014
- “Ability Grouping: A Reevaluation of Efficiency and Equity” by Annie Stocklin, BBA Economics, Summer 2014
- “Payday Loan Institutions and Poverty” by Allison Williams, BBA Economics, Spring 2014